Introduction.
Let/(z) be a complex-valued function defined in D: {\z\ <l}, with values on the Riemann sphere 5. At any point eie of C: {\z\ =1}, the (interior) cluster set, Cd(/, ea), is defined as follows: aECD(f, eie) if there exists a sequence {z"} in D such that Iimre..M zn = eie while limn_M/(zn) =a. For any point eie of C, Co (f, e") is closed and nonempty. If G is a subset of D whose closure contains e'e, the partial cluster set, Co(f, ei$), is defined analogously by requiring the sequence {zn} to lie in G. (For a more detailed introduction to the theory of cluster sets, see [l] .) In this paper we consider a sequence j/"(z)} of functions defined in D and converging uniformly to a function/ (z) in D. In §2 we consider the convergence of a sequence of cluster sets for {/"(z)} at ea to the corresponding cluster set for f(z) at eie. The function f(z) is said to have an ambiguous point at eie if there exist two simple arcs, K and L, in D terminating at ea for which Ck(J, ea)r\Ci,(f, e'*)=0.
(The original references and statements about ambiguous points may be found in [l, p. 39] .) In §3 we relate the ambiguous points of f(z) to those of {fn(z)}. In §4 we present related results for mappings from an arbitrary topological space into a compact metric space.
Let Z be a compact metric space with metric d. For any nonempty closed subset A of Z and any e>0, we let AAr€= {zEZ: 3aEA with d(a, z) <e}. If {An} is a sequence of nonempty closed subsets of Z, we say lim"^" A" = A if for any e>0 there exists an integer A such that AnEAAr6 and A EAnAre whenever n>N. It is in this sense that we discuss the convergence of a sequence of cluster sets.
2. Our hypothesis in the following is that \fn(z)} is a sequence of arbitrary complex-valued functions converging uniformly in D to a function/(z).
For simplicity, we shall denote by \a -b\ the distance between a and b on S in the spherical metric. Theorem 1. Ifea is any point of C, then lim,,..,*, Cd(/", e") = Co(f, eiS), and this convergence is uniform in eu.
Proof. Let eie be an arbitrary point of C, and let e>0 be arbitrarily chosen. Then for some positive integer N, whenever ra> A and zED, \fn(z)-f(z)\<e/3.
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Choose any n>N, and select any point an from Cd(/", e<e). Then there exists a sequence {aA(ra)} C/D such that lim/t,OT a4(ra) =e'e and lim'^"/"[ai(ra)] =an For some subsequence {ay(ra)} of {a^ra)} there exists limy^M/[ay(ra)]=w, where w£Cfl(/, eis), while limy^M/n[ay(w)] = an. Now we can find an integer / such that whenever j> J, both |/[ay(ra)] -w\ <e/3 and |/»[ay(ra)] -a"\ <e/3. But then |a"-w| | a,-/»[ay(ra)] | +1/" [a,<n) ] -/k(ra) ] | + |/[ay(ra)] -w\ <e whenever j>J, so that for aB£Cfl(/", eie), ra> A, we have a"£Cn(/, ei9)+e. Now let any w£d>(/, e*9) be chosen. Then there exists a sequence {ak} C/D with lim*^ ak = eiB and limfc^/^) =w. For each n>N we can select a subsequence \akin)} of {a;;j along which/"(z) has a limit an£Cn(/", eie), while linu^/ja^ra)] =w. A repetition of the argument above will show that if to£Cd(/, eie), then wf/Csifn, e'')+e for each n>N.
By our definition, lim,,^ CD(/", ei9) = Coif, e16), and since A above is independent of the point eie, this convergence is uniform in eie. An obvious modification of the proof of Theorem 1 yields Theorem 2. Let G be any subset of D whose closure contains a point eie of C. Then lim,,,,, Coifn, e'6) = Coif, eie)-In particular, if G is the radius, p, to eie, lim"," C"(/n, ei9) = C"if, eie).
From Theorem 2 we may state the following Corollary.
// L is any simple arc in D terminating at em on C, then fiz) has a limit y as z approaches eie along L if, and only if, lim"_M Ci(/", eie) = [y\. In particular, fiz) has a radial limit limr,i fire'6) = 7 if, and only if, lim,,,,,, C"ifn, e'e) = {y}.
A point a belongs to the boundary cluster set, Csif, eie), ior a function/^) at eiS if there exist: (i) a sequence {rk} of points on C-{eiB} such that \imk,a,Tk=eie:
and (ii) a sequence of points {«*} with cot£Ci)(/, Tk) such that limk^"o}k=a. If in (ii) we require that oikC/CPif, t/), the radial cluster set oi fiz) at rk, then we have the definition of the radial boundary cluster set, Csitif, eil), ior fiz) at eiS. (For details of the role these cluster sets play in the boundary behavior of functions meromorphic in D, see [l] and the paper of W. B.
Woolf [3] .) Theorem 3. For any point eiB on C, Iim"<0O CBifn, ei') = CBif, e*), and lim",M Csnifn, eie) = CBiiif, ei9).
Proof.
It suffices to prove the first of these statements. Let any e>0 be given; for some integer N, |/n(2) -/(z)| <e/9 for all z in D whenever n>N. Choose any integer n>N, and let a(ra) be an arbi-trary point of CB(fn, eie). Then there exists a sequence {r*(ra)} on C-{eie} and a sequence {cok(n)} such that liuu^ rk(n) =e'e, oik(n) ECD(fn, Tk), and lim4,00coA:(ra)=Q;(ra).
From the proof of Theorem 1 we have Cx>(/", r) ECd(J, r)A-e/3 for n>N and any tEC; thus for each value of k there exists a point 7a(m)GCb(/, Tk) such that \o}k(n)-yk(n)\ <e/3. From the sequence {jk(n)} we can select a convergent subsequence-which for simplicity we denote by {yk(n)} itself-with a limit yECB(f, ea). There exists an integer K(e, n) such that | C0k(n) -a(n) | < e/3 and 17t(ra) -71 <e/3 whenever k>K(e, ra). Then for any k>K(e, ra) we may write \a(n)-y\ g \a(n) -u>k(n)\ +|cok(n) -yk(n)| +|7*(»)-t| <«. so that «WGG(/, ei9)+e, or Cs(/", e^CCaif, e") + e for ra>A.
We wish to show also that for n>N CB(f, eie) ECB(fn, eie)Are. Let a be an arbitrary point of CB(f, e'1). Then for a sequence {ta} on C-{eie} with limk^xTk = eie there is a sequence {«*} such that <0iGCfl(/, n) and linn^" «*:=«.
For n>N and any tEC we have Cz>(/, t) CCs(/n, r)+e/3. Thus for fixed ra>A and each k we may select a point yk(n)ECD(f", rk) such that \o)k-yk(n) | <e/3. From this point on the argument repeats that above to show that CB(f, ei$)ECB(fn, e'9)+e for ra>A. Hence lim^oo CB(fn, eiS) = CB(f, eie) for any point eie on C.
Similar statements of convergence can be made in terms of other types of cluster sets at a point on C.
3. Ambiguous points. If {/"(z)} converges uniformly in D to /(z), it is an easy consequence of Theorem 2 that each ambiguous point of f(z) on C is an ambiguous point for all but finitely many functions /"(z). Thus a function defined in D having an ambiguous point on C cannot be uniformly approximated in D by functions having no ambiguous points.
However, the limit of a uniformly convergent sequence of functions, each with an ambiguous point on C, need not have an ambiguous point. As a simple example, define a sequence {fn(z)}, where fn(z)=z for zED-K-L, fn(z) =e*+l/n for zEK, fn(z)=ei9-l/n for zEL, where ra = 1, 2, 3, • • • and K, L are simple arcs in D terminating at ei9 on C. The sequence converges uniformly in D to a function f(z), with/(z) =z for zED-K-L, f(z) =el» for zEKVJL. For each ra, e" is an ambiguous point of/"(z), but/(z) has no ambiguous points. If we assign a crude measure to the extent to which a point of C is ambiguous for a function in D, we can relate the points which are "uniformly" ambiguous for the uniformly convergent sequence {/"(z)} and the ambiguous points of their limit/(z).
Let us say that fiz) is 5-ambiguous at ei$ if there exist simple arcs K and L in D terminating at ew such that for each a(ECKif, ea) and each 8C/Cl(J, ea), \a-B\ ^5>0.
Theorem 4. If for all ra and some 5>0/"(z) is 5-ambiguous at eie, then fiz) is ambiguous at eie.
Proof. Let p be chosen, 0<p<5, and let e be chosen, 0<e<5-p. For some integer N and all z in D, |/"(z) -/(z) | <e/4 when n>N. Select any n>N.
For this ra there exist simple arcs, K = Kin) and L=L{n), in D terminating at em such that \an-8n\ ^5 for all ctnECKifn, eifl), 8neCLifn, e").
Let a, 8 be arbitrarily chosen from Cit(/, ew), Cz,(/, e**), respectively. We show that |at-/Sj ^p. For some sequences {ay} C.K, {bj} C/L, we have limy,"fia/) = a, \imj,xfib/)=B. 4. Let A be an arbitrary topological space and Z be a compact metric space with metric p. For each x£X denote by ll, the collection of open sets in X containing x. For any nonempty subset T of X let / be any mapping of T into Z. J. D. Weston [2] defined the cluster set of / at a point tf/T to be C(J; t)=f)*Cl\fiU)],
where f]* represents the intersection over all UC/Ilt, and Cl(.4) denotes the closure of A. For any/ mapping T into Z and any tCzT, we see that C(J; t) is nonempty and closed. We state for reference the following lemma [2, p. 436] .
Lemma. Let <£ P and K be a compact set in Z. Suppose that, corresponding to each UC/lli, a closed set F{U) in Z is prescribed so that: G) if UtCU,, then FiU/)QFiU/); (ii) KC\[f]*FiU)]= 0. Then there exists at least one Z7£CU( such that KC\FiU) = 0.
Let {/"} be a sequence of mappings of T into Z which converges uniformly on T to a mapping/.
That is, given any e>0 there exists integer A such that whenever ra>A, p[f" (0,/(0] <e for all tC/T.
